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In%emational Law Commission

Report on the Work of i%s sixty°six%h Session

Chap%er Ill on "Specific issues on which comments woum4 be of
particular in%eres% %0 the Commission"

Writ%en comments by Austria

A. Subsequent agreements and subsequent practice in relation to treaty interpretation

In reply to the Commission's request

(a) to provide It with any examples where the practice of an internataonal organxzatlon has

contributed to the interpretation of a treaty, and

(b) to provide It with any examples where pronouncements or other action by a treaty body
consisting of independent experts have been considered as giving rise to subsequent

agreements or subsequent practice relevant for the interpretation of a treaty,

Austria would like to refer to its statements in the Sixth Committee of the General
Assembly issued in the previous years

See Austria's statements in the SLxth Committee (see attachments)

- Statement 2032, Cluster III

-  Statement 2013, Part I

-  Statement 2034, Cluster II
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Mr. Chairman,

Penrfit me to start with the topic of "immunity of state officials from foreign

criminal jurisdiction". We wish the new Special Rapporteur, Ms. Concepc16n

Escobar H6mandez, full success in the further elaboration of this topic. Her

prehminary report submitted to the Commission this year already showed remarkable

insight m this topic which in Austria's view is of particular importance, reflected also

in various recent judicial decisions.

In her prelimmary report, the Special Rapporteur pomted out several issues that, in

her view, deserve particular attention and were mtenstvely discussed in the

Commission. Although the Commtsston has not yet presented specific draft articles

which could be commented upon, Austria nevertheless would hke to contrtbute to the

discussion already at this moment.

As to the fundamental approach to be taken by the Commission, i.e. restatement of lex

lata or progressive development de lege ferenda, Austria has already stated last year

that the starting point must be the identification of the existing norms of anternatlonal

law. Once this has been done, the Commlssÿon should embark on a possible

progressive development in accordance with the present needs of the international

conmaumty.

Therefore, Austrta gtves prtority to the inductive approach based on the existing

norms the result of which couM later on be juxtaposed to the results of a value based

deductive approach and the identification of trends that emerged in recent time.

When this toptc was started in the Commission, Austria already referred to the need of

drawing clear distractions between the different kinds of immumties, the different

categories of benef!ciartes, the scope of the immunities and the different circumstances

under which tmmunittes can be invoked. In particular, attention has to be paid to the

difference between tmmumty in civil and in crtmmal proceedings

As to the scope of the topic, Austria maintains the view that it does not encompass the

issue of jurisdiction and that, therefore, there is no need to address in this context also

the issue of universal junsdxctlon The present topic is confined to the question as to

whether states, once they are exercising criminal jurisdiction, are impeded m this

exercise by the immumty of foreign state officials under international law.

As far as the so called troika enjoying lmmumty ratione personae is concerned, we

believe - and thereby we also reply to a question raised in Chapter III of the

Commission's report - that present customary international law does not extend this



particular immunity to other high ranking officials who, nevertheless, could enjoy

immunity ratione materiae.

A central point of the discussion of the immunity ratxone materlae is undoubtedly the

definition of officials or persons acting on behalf of a state in an official capacity. In

this context it has to be examined whether the rules of attribution defined by the

Articles on State Responsibility could be helpful to distinguish between persons acting

on behalf of a state and other persons. It would also be necessary to define the official

acts of a state for which xmxnunity could be Invoked.

Another major point is the possibility of exceptions to such immunity, either ratione

personae or ratione materlae. Austria has already indicated last year that certain

exceptions for international crimes are evolvmg and that therefore further reflection on

this complex Issue IS necessary.

Finally, In view of the procedural nature of immunities, Austria shares the view that it

IS necessary also to discuss the procedural elements, such as the point m time

determining the extent of the immunity.

Mr. Chairman,

Permit me now to turn to the topic of the "provisional application of treaties".

Austria welcomes the inclusion of this topic Into the agenda of the Commission and

the appointment of Mr. Juan Manuel G6mez-Robledo as Special Rapporteur

In recent ttmes, provtsional apphcation has increasmgly been resorted to although

netther the conditions under whtch it Is avadable nor its legal effect is undisputed.

Since legal doctrine has also not very frequently dealt with this matter, provisional

apphcatmn remains vague and ambiguous.

For instance, one question is that of the scope of the provisional application of a

treaty. Article 25 of the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties does not specify the

extent to which a treaty IS applied if at is provisionally applied, whether m its entirety,

including also its procedural provisions like dispute settlement, or only partly, relating

only to provisions of substance.

Another issue zs whether prowsional applicatmn of a treaty can be based on a

undateral declaration - as the UN Treaty Handbook seems to suggest - or whether an

agreement of all states parttes is needed for this purpose. The wording of Article 25 of

the Vtenna Conventton favors the latter alternative, as it explicttly refers to the

wording of the treaty itself or to an additional agreement of the negotiating states,

which means of all negotiating states



Provisional apphcatlon raises a number of problems in relation to domestic law. It was

argued that provisional application was possible even if domestic law including the

constitution of a state was silent on this possibihty. The opposite position is that

domestic law defines the procedures by which a state accepts international

commitments in an exhaustive manner. In addition, it also has to be pointed out that

there is a certain tension between provisional apphcatlon and parliamentary approval

procedures based on the idea of democratic legitimacy.

The Austrian constitution does not contain any rules on the provisional apphcatton of

treaties However, since Austria has become a member of the European Union in 1995

and in view of the EU practice of provtstonal application, the need arose to apply

provisionally certain treaties wtth third countries. Austria accepted this practtce, but

in order to respect democratic legitimacy it applied such treaties provisionally only

after their approval by the Austrtan parliament. If the treaty does not specify that the

provisional apphcation becomes effective only upon notification, allowing Austrta to

conclude tts parliamentary procedure, Austria has adopted the practice of declaring

that it wouM apply the treaty provtsionally only after tts parliamentary approval m

Austrta.

The Special Rapporteur also raised the question of the relation between Article 25 and

Article 18 of the Vienna Convention, the latter regarding non-frustration. It is our view

that these two issues concern different problems and should be kept separately,

although both provisions apply simultaneously. Whereas provisional application is

subject to its own condmons and may entail a restricted extent of apphcation of a

treaty, the duty not to frustrate the object and purpose of a treaty relates to the whole

treaty.

Mr. Chairman,

Austria welcomes the plan of the Commission to conmbute to the clarification of the

formation and evidence of customary international law and the appointment of Sir

Michael Wood as Special Rapporteur.

As to the scope of this topic, Austria is m full support of the Special Rapporteur's

intention to limit it to "secondary" or "systemic" rules on the identification of

customary International law.

With regard to the potential inclusion of jus cogens in the topic, subject to further

discussion Austria sees no difficulty in including it although this issue does not seem

to be inherently linked to customary law. Norms of international law, whether

conventional, customary or otherwise, may or may not have peremptory character



Thus, while one may not be able to exclude the jus cogens character of some

customary law rules, this is not mtrinslcally hnked to the question of custom.

As to the analysis of the case-law, Ausma considers that the judicial findings of both

international and domestic courts and mbunals should be scrutinized; the emphasis of

the Commlsslon's work should be on a crmcal assessment of how the different courts

and tribunals have identified customary rules Such an approach would be in hne with

the Commission's Intention to focus on "secondary" rules

In this respect, Austria agrees with the suggestion that the Commission's work should

focus on an analysis of the elements of state practice and oplnlO juns, including their

characterization, their relevant weight and their possible manifestations in relation to

the formation and identification of customary international law.

Austria further agrees that the extent to which these two elements were actually relied

upon by courts and tribunals as well as by states should be a central aspect of the

Commzsston's work m order to help clarify and solidtfy the formation and

identtf!cation of customary international law

In view of the wide range of other points that may be covered by the Commission,

Austrta suggests hmitmg the work to the core issues, such as the identification of state

practice and opmio jurts, the potential change of the process of the formation of rules

of customary international law; the degree of parttclpation by states in their formation
- including the "'persistent objector" debate - as well as the so-called "'words" vs

"actions "" problem

In Austria's view thzs project of the Commission is not suited to lead to a convention

or similar form of codification  Rather,  it couM provide useful guMance for

practitioners on various levels to Mentlfy and to prove custom m the form of guMehnes

or concluszons with commentary.

Mr. Chmrman,

As to the topic "extradite or prosecute" Austria recogntzes the work that was done so

far by the former Special Rapporteur, Professor Zdyslaw Galickl His work already

identified the various problems connected wlth this topic and by doing so consMerably

contributed to its further elaboratzon

Austrta concurs with the views expressed in the Commlsslon that presently stocktakmg

is needed in order to decide m whzch direction this topic should be continued or

whether it should be terminated



It seems that the view prevails that there & no duty to extradtte or prosecute under

present customary international law and that such obligations only result from specific

treaty provtsions These individual treaty provisions can be of a different content so

that a harmontzatton would hardly be feastble. Therefore, Austrta would not object to

terminate this topic.

However, should the Commission decide to pursue thts topic, Austria recommends to

consider also the result of the working group established in 2009, which constituted a

valuable supplement to the work of the Special Rapporteur.

Mr. Chairman,

Austria welcomes the reorientation and upgrading of the issue of "treaties over time",

so far discussed in a study group, Into the full-fledged topic "subsequent agreement

and practice" and the appointment of Professor Georg Nolte as Special Rapporteur. In

view of this change, the discussion will be focused on Article 31 of the Vienna

Convention on the Law of Treaties and deal with widely disputed issues in the

framework of the mterpretation of treaties. Judicial practice has already revealed that

this field requires clarification m order to avoid conflicting results of mterpretation

that could endanger the stability of treaty relations

The Special Rapporteur offered preliminary conclusions that are based on existing

judicial and other state practice and deserve comments.

As regards the role of subsequent practice in the interpretation of a treaty, Austria is

not convinced that the subsequent practice of only one or less than all parties is

sufficient. In order to serve as context for the Interpretation of a treaty, the practice

must, according to Article 31, embrace all states parties unless an effect only for

certain states is envisaged.

As to the relation between formal interpretation procedures and practice as a means of

interpretation it has been demonstrated that formal procedures do not exclude the

consideration of subsequent practice for interpretation purposes.

Concernmg the relation between formal modification of a treaty and interpretation by

subsequent practice, states sometimes prefer resorting to interpretation over formal

modification, because it allows them to avoid national approval procedures for treaty

modifications. However, one has to take into account that a proposal according to

which treaties could be modified by subsequent practice was defeated at the Vienna

Conference on the Law of Treaties.
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Mr Chairman,

Austria regards the work undertaken by the Commission concerning the "most-

favoured-nation clause" as a valuable contribution to clarifying a specific problem of

international economic law which has led to confhctmg interpretations, in pamcular,

in the field of International investment law.

Austria finds that the extremely contentious Interpretation of the scope of MFN clauses

by investment tribunals makes it highly questionable whether the work of the

Commission could lead to draft artMes. Nevertheless, there is certainly room for an

analytxcal discussion of the controversies regarding MFN clauses.

These controverstes can  best be tllustrated by reference to recent judicial

developments: After the 2000 Maffezini v Spain deciston (Emtho Agustln Maffezmi v.

Kingdom of Spam, ICSID Case No ARB/97/7, Dectston on Jurtsdiction, 25 January

2000) mvestment tribunals have been split on whether MFN clauses reach beyond the

"'importatton'" of substantive protectton Tribunals now follow the entire range of

possible outcomes, from denymg any effect of MFN clauses beyond substanttve

protection to permttting the importation of all - substanttve, procedural and

jurtsdictional- advantages of other btlateral investment treattes.

As regards the main problem of the proper scope of MFN clauses, Austria considers

that this issue is pnmardy a questmn of treaty interpretation and that it depends in first

hne on the specific wording of the apphcable MFN clause whether it Includes or

excludes procedural and jurisdictional matters.

The Commtsslon should also clarify the relation of MFN clauses strtcto sensu to

similar clauses,  hke the most favoured organtzatton clauses in headquarters

agreements Pursuant to these clauses Austria concludes supplemental agreements to

headquarters  agreements  extending  terms  and  condittons  granted  to  other

organtzatlons to the organization concerned. These clauses sttpulate that thetr effect ts

not automattc, but depends upon an addtttonal agreement. This clearly contrasts wtth

the MFN clause usually found m trade and investment treaties

Thank you, Mr. Chmrman.
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Mr Chairman,

Before offering the comments of Austria on the Items falling under Cluster I we would like to

make a general comment: We appreciate the high quality of the reports submitted by the
Special Rapporteurs of the International Law Commission and by the Commission itself.

However, their quality could be further enhanced by a better reflection of the views expressed

by states, both in written contributions and m the discussions of the Sixth Committee.

Mr. Chairman, let me now address the topics under Cluster I

(Subsequent practice)

Austria welcomes the reorientation and focusing of the issues initially examined under the

name of"treaties over time" as a full topic entitled "Subsequent agreements and subsequent

practice m relation to the interpretation oftreanes". We appreciate the work of Professor

Georg Nolte as Special Rapporteur and of the Drafting Committee, which has provisionally

adopted five draft conclusions on this topic

The discussion in the Commission was very helpful as it clarified a number of aspects

contained in article 31 of the Viemaa Convention on the Law of Treaties. Judicial practice has

ah'eady revealed that this field requires clarificatlon in order to avoid conflicting

interpretations that could endanger the stability of treaty relations

The Special Rapporteur offered preliminary conclusions that are based on existing judicial

and other state practice and deserve comments:

1. In Austria's view, conclusion 4 para.1 deserves clarification. It should be mentioned

already in the text of the conclusion that the "agreement" that may constitute a "subsequent

agreement" In the sense of that conclusion does not need to be a treaty in the sense of the

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties Also informal agreements and non-binding

arrangements may amount to relevant "subsequent agreements"

Equally, Interpretative declarations by treaty bodies can be regarded as such "subsequent

agreements". In this sense, the NAFTA Arbitral Tribunal, m the case of Methanex

Corporation v. United States of America, qualified the NAFTA Free Trade Commission's

interpretation of NAFTA provisions as "subsequent agreement" It stated "it follows from

the wording of Article 31(3)(a) that zt is not enwsaged that the subsequent agreement need be

concluded with the same formal requirements as a treaty, [ ] the Tribunal has no difficulty

m decMmg that the [Free Trade Commission 's] Interpretation   ts properly characterized as

a "subsequent agreement" on mterpretatlonfalhng wzthln the scope of Article 31(3)(a) of the

Vienna Convention "

1 Final Award on Jurisdiction and Merits, 3 August 2005, II B, paras 20, 21



2 In this respect the delegation of Austria would like to draw attention to the fact that the

Guidelines of the Commission on Reservations also deal with "interpretatwe declarations",

and that there may be a need to bring the results of the work of the Commission on these two

topics in line

3 As regards the role of subsequent practice in the interpretation of a treaty as referred to m

draft conclusxon 4 para 3, Austria wishes to emphasize that the subsequent practice of only

one or of less than all pames to a treaty can only serve as supplementary means of

interpretation under the restrictive conditions of artmle 32 of the Vienna Convention

(hnmunity)

Mr Chairman,

Regarding the subject of"Immumty of state officials from foreign criminal jurisdicnon", my

delegation commends the Special Rapporteur, Concepcl6n Escobar-Hernfindez, for the most

valuable report on the first articles on this topm It is of particular interest to my delegatlon.

The general significance of this topm is reflected in the already rich relevant judicial practice
of national and international courts and tribunals dealing with these questions.

Draft artacle 1 regarding the scope of the draft artmles raises the question of the meaning of

decisive terms, such as "state officials" and "crilmnal jm'isdiction" We note that the term

"officials" will be defined at a later stage, but m our opinion also the expression "criminal

jurisdiction" needs further clarification Usually it is confined to the jurisdiction ofnatmnal

crtmmal courts or tribunals Nevertheless, already the ILC commentary on article 29 of the

Vienna Convention on Daplomatic Relatmns attaches a broader meaning to this expression, as

it includes also the cnminaljuris&ction exercmed by administrative authorities. In Austria's

view, the same clanficatmn would be needed with respect to the present draft articles

A further issue related to the exercise of"cnmmal jurisdiction" IS whether preliminary

investigatory steps can be conducted lrrespectwe of a possible immunity. Austria is of the

opinion that measures to ascertamthe facts of a case are not precluded by nnmumty. The

procedural bar of ammumty as only relevant once fonÿaal proceedings are to be instigated

against a person

It must also be clarified to what extent so-called hybrid courts fall under the amblt of the draft

articles. Because of the ambiguous nature of such instltutaons, it has to be clarified whether

hnmumty can be revoked before them This problem arises in pamcular an cases where

individuals of third states are revolved

A further issue that merits clarification ÿs whether the nnlnunity can be revoked also in

relatmn to national judmlal authorities acting on the basis of an arrest warrant Issued by an

international criminal mbunal. This problem was encountered recently with arrest warrants

issued by the International Crnnmal Court Although the decisions of the ICC regarding Chad



and Malawl of 12 and 13 December 2012 are indicative m this respect, clear guidance by the

Commission would be helpful. We believe that a solution should be found which is in the
interest of the fight against impunity and respects the rule of law

Austria understands para. 2 of this draft article as a non-exhaustive enumeration ofleges

speciales concerning immunity. However, it must be clarified whether these special rules take

precedence over the draft articles only if the relevant person enjoys a broader scope of

immunity under those special rules or also if the special rules provide a lesser amount of

immunity than the present draft artMes

Another question is whether these draft articles envisage providing imnmnity only if persons

are present in the state of the forum or also if they are absent In our view, the draft articles, or

at least the commentary, should be very clear in this respect. We are of the opinion that such

immunity apphes also if the person is not m the territory of the forum state.

Mr. Chair, permit me to turn to draft article 3:

Austria supports the lnmtatlon of immunity ratlone personae to the three categories of persons

referred to in the present draft article. Although we cannot deny that other persons also carry

out similar functions, they only enjoy immunity as members of special missions As such they

fall under the exception of draft article 1, para 2

A still open Issue, so far not addressed by the Commission, is whether family members

accompanying the relevant persons would also benefit from this immumty. Also in this

context Austria suggests that the Commission follow the approach of the immumty of special

missions

As to draft article 4, there is no doubt that thÿs immunity is enjoyed only durmg the term of

office as expressed in para. I Immunity as a procedural device would bar any formal

proceeding during this time, even if the relevant acts were committed prior to the taking of

office.

(Protection of the atmosphere)

We take note with great interest that the topic "Protection of the atmosphere" has been placed

on the agenda of the Commission and we are looking forward to seeing the first report. Due to

the limits of this topic decided by the Commissmn, It seems that only a restricted number of

issues can be addressed. However, it will be unavoidable to address in this context also some

of the issues currently excluded from the mandate, such as liability or the precautionary

principle.

(Crimes against humanity)
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Austria welcomes the inclusion of the topic ,,Crnnes against humanity" in the long-term

workmg plan of the Commission. The Rome Statute of the haternational Criminal Court

certainly cannot be the last step in the endeavor to prosecute such crnnes and to combat

nnpunlty The Court is only able to deal with a few major perpetrators, but this does not take

away the primary responslblhty of states to prosecute crnnes against humanity Although the

Preamble of the Rome Statute requires states to adopt the necessary legislation in order to be

able to prosecute the crimes within the jurisdiction of the ICC, including crimes against

huananity, such legislation is still missing In a large number of states This also engenders a

lack of cooperation among states in this area. Austxia supports the efforts undertaken by a

number of states to nnprove this cooperation on the basis of a new legal instrument Tthis

lialtiative was also addressed this year in Vienna during the annual meeting of the UN

Commission on Crime Prevention and Crimmal Justice. Unfortunately, it was not yet possible

to adopt a resolutlon advancing this topic at that meeting We would welcome a close

cooperation between the ILC and the promoters of the Initiative to improve legal cooperation

In the area of combatting crimes against humanity The result of the work of the ILC on this

topic should contribute to close the cooperation gaps which have been Identified.

Thank you, Mr Chainrmn
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Mr. Chairman,

Austria takes note of the work of the Working Group regarding the topic "The obligation to
extradite or prosecute (aut dedere aut iudicare)" and commends the Special Rapporteur
Mr. Knangsak Kittlchalsaree and the Working Group for the final report It prowdes a valuable
presentation of the full scope of this topic

Austria has consistently stated that there ÿs no duty to extradite or prosecute under
customary international law and that such an obligation results only from specific treaty
provisions. This situation makes it also difficult to establish a common legal regime for this
topic A report such as the one now before us seems to be the only way to deal with this
matter. As ÿndlcated already in our previous statements, we do not object to the conclusion
of this topic

As to the substance of the report, [ would only like to refer to the observation of the

Commission in paragraph 14 of the report concerning the existence of a gap in the present
international conventional regimes regarding most crimes against humanity This issue is
certainly a matter that should be addressed in the framework of the topic of cnmes against
humanity, a matter to which we have referred to m the discussion under Cluster [.

Mr. Chairman,

The Austnan delegatron congratulates the Special Rapporteur, Professor Georg Nolte, on the
advancement of the Commission's work on "Subsequent agreements and subsequent
practice in relation to the interpretation of treaties" and the formulation of a further set
of draft conclusions with commentary

My delegation shares the view expressed in the first sentence of draft conclusKon 7 paragraph
3 that the parties to a treaty are presumed not to amend or modify a treaty by subsequent
agreement or practice. Rather, the presumed intention of the parties is the interpretation of
treaty prowslons. This presumption aptly descnbes faithfulness to treaty obhgatlons and the
principle of pacta sunt servanda

The statement contained in the second sentence of draft conclusion 7 paragraph 3 that "the

posslbihty of amending or modifying a treaty by subsequent practice of the parties has not
been generally recogmzed" raises some questions One may strictly adhere to this statement
on the basis of the proposed definition of "subsequent practice" m draft conclusion 4
paragraph 2, which is only regarded as "an authentic means of interpretation". In so far as
"subsequent practice" is defined as an act of interpretation, at wdl not extend to amendment
or modffKcatÿon.

However, as indicated by the discussions within the Commission, this conclusion leads to the

more general issue whether a subsequent practice of treaty parties may modify a treaty In
the wew of the Austnan delegation, this effect may not be generally excluded.
Notwmthstandmg the fact that dunng the 1969 Vienna Codification Conference on the law of
treaties former draft article 38 on the modification of treaties by subsequent practice was not
adopted, it seems clear that a "subsequent practice" estabhshmg an agreement to modify a
treaty should be regarded as a treaty modification and not merely as an interpretation
exercise

Also where no such retention of the parties can be established, general international law does
not exclude that states parties to a treaty may create customary international law through
their subsequent practice, If accompamed by opmlo luns, and thereby modify the nghts and
obhgatJons contained in the treaty This consequence is even reinforced by the fact that



international law does not know any hierarchy between the sources of international law. Thus,
the change of international law based on custom by treaty rules and vice versa is a generally
accepted phenomenon which the formulation of the second sentence of draft conclusion 7
paragraph 3 should not be understood to exclude

The Austrian delegation appreciates the formulation in draft conclusion 9 paragraph i that an
agreement under article 31 paragraph 3 subparagraph (a) and (b) of the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties "need not be legally binding" We note that apparently the question
was not uncontroverslal in the deliberations of the International Law Commission As already
stated tn our previous comments and in particular last year's statement in the Sixth
Committee we are convinced that such an "agreement" only has to be an "understanding"
indeed and need not be a treaty in the sense of the Vienna Convention Also informal
agreements  and  non-blndlng arrangements  may amount to  relevant "subsequent

agreements"

With regard to the first sentence of draft conclusion 9 paragraph 2, Austria wishes to
emphasize that the subsequent practice of fewer than all parties to a treaty can only serve as
a means of interpretation under very restrictive conditions This applies in particular to the
sdence on the part of one or more parties referred to in the second sentence of this draft

conclusion.

Mr. Chalrman,

We commend the Speoal Rapporteur Professor Shlnya Murase for the elaboration of the first
report on the topic of the "protection of the atmosphere". The report takes stock of the
already existing legal regimes concerning this matter, which prove that States are aware of
the particular problems of pollution of the atmosphere Nevertheless, these different regimes

pursue only a piecemeal approach insofar as they only regulate individual issues such as, for
instance, industrial accidents, the ozone layer or persistent organic pollutants, to name only a
few More general conventions such as the 1979 Convention on Long-range Transboundary
Air Pollution exclude the topic of responslblhty for breaches of its prowsions, whereas the

Kyoto Protocol ratses problems regarding its implementation

Although an all-encompassing regime for the protection of the atmosphere, of either hard or
soft law, would certainly be desirable ÿn order to avoid a fragmented approach, it seems that
at present states would be reluctant to accept such a regime.

in such a sltuatJon, a report on the various legal options to improve the status of the
atmosphere could undoubtedly be an ÿmportant contnbutton The most recent studies
illustrate conwncmgly that urgent and concerted efforts are needed ÿn order to save the
atmosphere It would thus seem very useful to identify the rights and obhgatÿons recumbent
upon states which can be denved from vanous existing legal prlnaples and rules applicable

to the protection of the atmosphere

As to the mdLvldual draft guidelines, my delegation wonders why draft guldehne 1 on the use
of terms restricts the definition of the atmosphere to the troposphere and the stratosphere,
but excludes the mesosphere and thermosphere which also form part of the atmosphere
Netther the Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution Convention nor the Framework

Convention on Climate Change limit their scope of application in such a way

The text of draft guideline 2 subparagraph b, according to which the present draft guldehnes
refer to "the basic principles relating to the protection of the atmosphere", ralses the
question of its relatlonshlp to the understanding of the Commission regarding the scope of



the guidelines The 2013 understanding explicitly stated inter alia that "the topic will not deal
with, but is also without prejudice to, questions such as" liability of States and their nationals,
the polluter-pays principle, the precautionary principle, common but differentiated
responsibilities, and the transfer of funds and technology to developing countnes, including
intellectual property rights" In our vtew, this demonstrates once more that the understanding
of 2013 might be too narrow to permit any meaningful work on this matter

As to draft guideline 3 on the legal status of the atmosphere, it is questionable whether the
legal status can be defined before the substance of the rights and obligations is determined
The qualification of the atmosphere as a natural resource, whose protection Is a common
concern of humankind, still leaves open, which particular obligations can be derived
therefrom It might seem advisable to embark first on the substance of this matter and then

to find the right definition of its legal status

Mr. Chairman,

Regarding the subJect of "Immunity of state officials from foreign criminal jurisdiction",

my delegation commends the Speoal Rapporteur, Concepo6n Escobar-Hernÿndez, for the
most valuable third report

The definition of "State offloal" in draft article 2 subparagraph (e), as adopted by the
Commission, reveals the complexities of this term and needs further explanations. For
instance, the term "State functions" m the defimtlon lacks a clear deflmtlon itself. In particular,
the commentary leaves open whether the scope of "State functions" is only determined by
the internal law of the State, as in article 4 of the Articles on the responslblhty of States for
internationally wrongful acts of the state, or rehes on an internationally agreed deflmt]on
Moreover ÿt is unclear whether there is a dlsttnction between "governmental authority", as
used Jn article 5 of the Articles on state responslblhty, and the expression "State functions"

used in the present draft article 2

Accordingly, it must be asked whether, for instance, personnel which is contractually
mandated by a state to exercise certain secunty functions would fall under this definition. In
this respect, it would be useful to study the relations between the Arhcles on State
responslblhty and the present topic in order to clanfy how far acts that give nse to state
responslbdlty would fall under the immunity ratione materiae

Draft article 5 on persons enjoying immunity ratlone matenae also raises certain questions
There is no definition of the expression "acting as such" For instance, it ÿs unclear whether

persons acting in excess of authonty (.ultra vires) or In contravention of instruchons should
also enjoy immumty As to the term "from the exercise of foreign cnmlnal jurisdiction" Austna
has stated already last year that this expression needs further clanfication. In particular, it
should be clarified that this terms also includes the cnmlnal junsdJctlon exercised by
administrative authorities Furthermore, measures to ascertain the facts of a case are not
precluded by immunity, since the procedural bar of immumty is only relevant once formal
proceedings have been instituted against a person. Further clanflcahons are also needed
concerning so-called hybnd courts and acts of judicial authorities on the basis of an arrest

warrant issued by an internahonal cnmlnal tnbunal.

My delegation hopes that these issues will be addressed m the further work of the
Commission on this topic.

Thank you, Mr Chairman.


